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Abstract: The experimental data on hydrogen adsorption on five nanoporous activated carbons (ACs)
of various origins measured over the temperature range of 303–363 K and pressures up to 20 MPa
were compared with the predictions of hydrogen density in the slit-like pores of model carbon
structures calculated by the Dubinin theory of volume filling of micropores. The highest amount of
adsorbed hydrogen was found for the AC sample (ACS) prepared from a polymer mixture by KOH
thermochemical activation, characterized by a biporous structure: 11.0 mmol/g at 16 MPa and 303 K.
The greatest volumetric capacity over the entire range of temperature and pressure was demonstrated
by the densest carbon adsorbent prepared from silicon carbide. The calculations of hydrogen density
in the slit-like model pores revealed that the optimal hydrogen storage depended on the pore size,
temperature, and pressure. The hydrogen adsorption capacity of the model structures exceeded the
US Department of Energy (DOE) target value of 6.5 wt.% starting from 200 K and 20 MPa, whereas the
most efficient carbon adsorbent ACS could achieve 7.5 wt.% only at extremely low temperatures. The
initial differential molar isosteric heats of hydrogen adsorption in the studied activated carbons were
in the range of 2.8–14 kJ/mol and varied during adsorption in a manner specific for each adsorbent.

Keywords: hydrogen adsorption; microporous activated carbons; model porous structure; theory of
volume filling of micropores; thermodynamics of adsorption

1. Introduction

A global transformation of the energy sector involves decarbonization, which is
intended to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 25–40% by 2030 compared to 1990 or
2005 (as a part of the Paris agreement), as well as an increase in the share of renewable
energy manifold [1]. Hydrogen offers one of the most efficient ways to provide long-term
energy storage. As a fuel, hydrogen is characterized by high specific energy on a mass
basis (energy efficiency) and environmental safety; combined with the unlimited resource
base, these features make it an advanced alternative for fossil fuel systems [2,3]. Indeed,
hydrogen as an energy source can be used for a variety of applications such as power and
manufacturing industries, transport, and housing maintenance and utilities. According
to various estimates reported in [3], by 2050, the share of hydrogen in the global energy
balance may be within the range of 7–24%.

However, its wide utilization in practice is problematic because of the low density in
the gaseous state under atmospheric pressure and the second lowest (after helium) lique-
faction temperature (Tb = 20.38 K). The extensive use of hydrogen as an environmentally
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friendly energy source depends on how successfully the problems of its efficient storage
and transportation will be solved. Additionally, its high explosion hazard requires the
development of efficient and safe facilities.

Methods of hydrogen storage can be divided into two groups [2,4]. The first group
involves the storage methods for hydrogen in the high-density state based on physical
processes of compression at high pressures and liquefaction at cryogenic temperatures.
These methods store hydrogen in a molecular state, in which it weakly interacts with the
storage medium. The high-pressure (300–700 bar) gaseous hydrogen storage needs to use
special steels and composite materials to ensure increased strength for the gas vessels and
power-consuming fueling equipment. The storage of hydrogen at 20.38 K in the liquefied
state provides a high density of ~700 m3 (NTP (m3(NTP)·m−3 is cubic meter of hydrogen
at normal temperature and pressure (293 K, 101 kPa) referred to cubic meter of the storage
system volume.)/m3) [2], but the liquefication process consumes more than 30% of the
overall energy content. This technique is favorable for gas transportation in large volumes.
The storage system should always be open for the drainage of evaporating hydrogen,
which creates additional problems concerning fire and explosion safety and results in gas
losses during storage.

The second group of hydrogen storage methods includes those using physicochemical
(or chemical processes). Among them are chemical interactions that afford, for example,
such compounds as metal hydrides [5,6], organic or chemical hydrides [7], ammonia [8], and
alloys based on magnesium and nickel [9–11], LaNi5 [12], and silicon [13]. The disadvan-
tages of these methods are the high energies that must be supplied to the hydrogen recovery
systems, susceptibility to impurities, and extremely large mass of sorbing materials.

Attempts to use hydrogen as motor fuel for an internal combustion engine vehicle led
to the estimation of the necessary volumetric density of a hydrogen system not lower than
62 kg of H2 per m3 of the storage system capacity or 695 m3 (NTP)/m3, which is equivalent
to 6.5 wt.% [14]. This system must operate at 233–358 K and 0.3–10 MPa. In this case, the
high fire and explosion safety of this system should be provided. The new perspective
trend of using hydrogen batteries in pilotless vehicles with electrochemical fuel cells also
demands high hydrogen storage parameters [15,16].

Systems in which hydrogen storage is based on physical adsorption can satisfy the
entire range of the requirements mentioned above. The adsorbed hydrogen storage in
highly active microporous adsorbents can be used to fabricate energy-capacitive, explo-
sive safe, lightweight, and economic hydrogen batteries. In these microporous materials,
adsorbed hydrogen exists in the adsorption field created by overlapped fields of opposite
micropore walls of the solid body. The pore diameter (width) is comparable to the sizes
of sorbed molecules. In such pores, adsorption occurs via the mechanism of the volume
filling of micropores caused by the superposition of potential fields [17]. Generally, the
adsorption energy is determined by the interactions of adsorbate molecules with the adsor-
bent surface and the adsorbate–adsorbate interactions with the formation of adsorption
associates [18–20].

The explosive hazard of microporous adsorbent–hydrogen systems can virtually be
excluded due to the high degree of gas dispersion by the microporous structure of an
adsorbent. In this case, each micropore contains, on average, from one to several dozens
of hydrogen molecules, and their diffusion is impeded [21]. Adsorbed hydrogen exists
in the bound state. Physical adsorption is reversible and requires no significant energy
consumption for desorption.

In recent decades, serious attention has been paid to studies of hydrogen adsorption,
which were intended to solve energy storage problems. Hydrogen adsorption was examined
on various microporous adsorbents: zeolites [22,23], metal–organic and covalent–organic
frameworks (MOFs and COFs) [24–26], activated carbons (ACs) [27–32], and nanodispersed
carbon materials, i.e., carbon nanotubes (CNT) [33–36], carbon nanofibers [33,34,37], and
graphene structures [38–40].
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Figure 1 demonstrates a diagram of the physical adsorption-based hydrogen storage
systems using various nanoporous carbon materials compared with the target density and
that provided by compressed storage. We do not show the excellent data for hydrogen
adsorption capacities demonstrated by MOFs and COFs [24–26] due to technical challenges
to scaling up their manufacturing.
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Figure 1. The state diagram of the H2 storage systems employing nanoporous carbon materials.
A red asterisk indicates the DOE target value of 6.5 wt.% or 62 kg/m3 (at 233–358 K and 3–100
bar [14,41]). A solid green circle corresponds to the liquid state of hydrogen [2]. The data in circles
1 and 2 correspond to the hydrogen storage in the cylinders made of polymer composite material
(circle 1) and fiberglass/aluminum (circle 2) under the pressures: 20 (A), 24.8 (B), 40 (C), and 60 (D)
MPa [42,43]. The yellow areas containing black squares (3) indicate the data for physical hydrogen
adsorption in carbon nanotubes (square symbols indicate the predicted data for CNTs with diameters
of 1.22, 1.36, 1.63, and 2.00 nm [43], as well as experimental results [39,43]). An orange circle (4)
corresponds to the hydrogen adsorption in the graphene structures at room temperatures [39]. A
light-blue ellipse (5) shows the data on hydrogen adsorption on the industrial activated carbons
at room temperatures [44,45]. The light blue areas with rhombs (6) include the data for hydrogen
adsorbed in various microporous ACs at 77 K at 5–20 MPa [44–48].

According to numerous predictions, carbon single- and multiwall nanotubes (SWCNTs
and MWCNTs) are promising adsorbents for hydrogen storage systems [33,34,43]. A
rich set of experimental data indicate a significant impact of structure on the hydrogen
adsorption capacity of CNTs. For example, according to the calculations confirmed by
experimental data, the closed SWCNTs with a perfect graphite layer arranged like a bunch
in the triangular packing via coordinating by cumene molecules demonstrated an extremely
high hydrogen gravimetric capacity at 20 MPa, increasing from 23 wt.% at 400 K to 38 wt.%
at 77 K due to secondary porosity [36]. Different ways of CNT functionalization to improve
their hydrogen capacity were analyzed by Dillon and Heben [43] and Mohan et al. in a
recent review [45].

Various graphene materials are also considered to be potential adsorbents for hy-
drogen storage, which can be realized by physical adsorption and chemosorption. The
experimentally measured amounts of adsorbed hydrogen in graphene structure at room
temperatures have been relatively low (<3 wt.%); the best experimental results and theoret-
ical predictions were summarized by Tozinni and Pelegrinni [39] and, more recently, by
Alekseeva et al. [40].

As follows from most of these studies, some results of which are provided in Figure 1,
the available data on the hydrogen capacity of ACs can be arranged into two groups:
0.3–2 wt.% (at room temperatures) and 2–9 wt.% (at cryogenic temperatures) [30,44–48].
For example, Fomkin et al. observed the value of hydrogen adsorption of 6.2 wt.%, which
was close to the DOE target, for microporous carbon adsorbents at a temperature of 77 K
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and pressures up to 10 MPa [44]. Exceptional gravimetric and volumetric capacities (7 wt.%
and 50 g/L, respectively) were obtained for the densified zeolite templated carbons at
77 K and 2 MPa [47]. The mechanical compaction of the powdered polymer-derived
activated carbon also resulted in the high values of hydrogen adsorption capacity, whereas
using PVA as a binder reduced the adsorbent efficiency [48]. However, when analyzing
these achievements, one should take the premise that all investigations of promising
adsorbents aim to develop an effective hydrogen storage system operating at near ambient
temperatures and not extremely high pressures. However, at room temperatures (293–
303 K), the amounts of adsorbed hydrogen on industrial carbon adsorbents were found
to be no higher than 2%, and the filling of the micropore volume was about 15–20% [44].
This fact implies that hydrogen adsorption energy is mainly determined by the interactions
of hydrogen molecules with the adsorbent surface and that the energy of association
of hydrogen molecules in micropores is low. Thus, like a porous structure, the surface
chemistry of a carbon adsorbent, namely its heterogeneity, is essential for the hydrogen
adsorption capacity [30,44,45]. Numerous studies have provided evidence that both a
precursor and synthesis route determine the surface chemistry and porous structure of
AC [49–52] and, consequently, its adsorption behaviors [33,52]. In terms of the theory
of volume filling of micropores (TVFM) developed by Dubinin [17,53], the adsorption
capacity of a microporous adsorbent is determined by the structural and energy parameters
of its porous structure, namely micropore volume, pore width, and characteristic energy
of adsorption. Additionally, the amount of adsorbed molecules in this adsorbent can be
maximized by choosing the optimum thermodynamic conditions [54].

The above analysis of the possibilities of the hydrogen storage methods motivated
us to study hydrogen adsorption on several nanoporous carbon adsorbents of various
origins that differed in the porous structure and chemical state of the surface at the near
ambient temperatures and not-extreme high pressures. Therefore, this study was aimed to
determine the factors affecting the efficiency of hydrogen adsorption-based storage with
AC as an adsorbent, namely the influence of thermodynamic conditions and structural
and energy characteristics. For this purpose, we first evaluated the structural and energy
characteristics of the model microporous carbon structures and a series of ACs. Then, we
examined the effect of thermodynamic conditions on the hydrogen adsorption capacity
by comparing the experimental data for ACs as a function of temperature and pressure
with the results of calculations for the model carbon structures by the TVFM. Finally, we
considered the heat effects of the hydrogen adsorption processes in the ACs by estimating
the essential thermodynamic parameter: the differential molar isosteric heat of adsorption.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Microporous Carbon Adsorbents
2.1.1. Activated Carbons

The microporous carbon adsorbents PAC-700, AUK, FAC-3, FAC-2008, and ACS of
diverse genesis were studied. The carbon adsorbent PAC-700 was prepared by the thermal
decomposition of poly(vinylidene chloride) in an inert gas followed by the gas-vapor
activation with overheated water vapor at ~1100 K [55]. The microporous carbon adsorbent
AUK was synthesized from silicon carbide (SiC) at ~1173 K by thermochemical leaching of
silicon in a chlorine flow to form volatile SiCl4 [55,56]. The ACs of the FAC type, FAC-3 and
FAC-2008, were prepared by the liquid-phase polymerization of furfural as round spherical
grains 0.2–3 mm in diameter, carbonization in an inert gas medium at ~1073–1123 K, and
gas-vapor activation of the granules with overheated water vapor and CO2 at 1173 K [57].
The KOH thermochemical activation of a mixture of phenol formaldehyde resin, corn
dextrin, and ethylene glycol at 750 ◦C was used to produce the ACS carbon adsorbent [58].

2.1.2. Model Porous Carbon Structures

A slit-like pore model is often employed to describe the porous structure of micro-
porous activated carbons [53,59]. According to this model, micropores are formed in
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graphite-like nanocrystallites via the burnout of individual layers of hexagonal carbon
through the high-temperature steam activation process (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Schematical representation of the formation of a micropore in a graphite-like crystallite
via the selective burnout of a hexagonal carbon layer upon high-temperature steam activation
accompanied by devolatilization.

The effect of burnout selectivity during the high-temperature steam activation at 1073–
1173 K is caused by the different chemical activities of hexagonal carbon layers in graphite-
like structures. The distance between hexagonal layers in graphite (denoted as c in Figure 2)
is 0.335 nm [60], the density of crystalline graphite (ρgr) is 2.267 g/cm3 [50], and the surface
density of carbon atoms in the hexagonal layer of graphite (ρac) is 0.3818 atom Å−2. In our
calculations, we used a model cell of an activated nanocrystallite with the pores resulting
from the burnout of the prescribed number of the burned-out layers; the walls of the pores
were set to be composed of one or two carbon hexagonal layers. The size of a carbon atom
is 0.142 nm [61]. Thus, we obtained the model micropores separated by a single-layer
carbon wall during the sequential burnout of one of three (AC 1:3) (see Figure 2), two of
four (AC 2:4), and so on to seven burnt carbon layers (AC 7:9). The number of burned-out
layers in the elemental graphite crystal is restricted by a maximal pore size of 3.0–3.2 nm,
imposed by Dubinin’s definition for micropores [53], where adsorption proceeds via the
volume filling mechanism.

It should be noted that the synthesis of microporous carbon adsorbents with pores
separated by the single-layer carbon walls is practically impossible because of the high
reactivity of carbon. Therefore, we considered these model structures only as a reference
point for the theoretically possible limiting adsorption in micropores of specified width.

2.2. Hydrogen

Gaseous hydrogen of the extra-pure grade was used. Hydrogen has the following
physicochemical characteristics [2]: temperature of triple point Ttr = 13.95 K, temperature of
normal boiling Tb = 20.38 K, critical temperature Tc = 33.23 K, critical pressure Pc = 13.16 bar,
and density of liquid hydrogen at boiling point ρ = 0.0708 g/cm3.

2.3. Measurement of Hydrogen Adsorption

Hydrogen adsorption was measured by the volumetric–gravimetric method using
the setup described in [62] according to the recently reported route [63]. The range of
temperatures from 303 to 363 K and pressures up to 20 MPa were chosen to be close to
the DOE target. The measured value of adsorption was corrected to a skeletal volume of
the carbon adsorbents (~2.0 g/cm3) determined via helium pycnometry [64]. The amount
adsorbed was calculated as the absolute content of the adsorbate in micropores as follows:

a =
(

N − (V − Va)·ρg
)
/(µ·m0) (1)
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where N is the amount of hydrogen introduced into a measuring unit (g), V is the total
geometric volume of the measuring system (cm3), Va is the volume of an adsorbent with
micropores (cm3), ρg is the density of gaseous phase (g/cm3) at specified values of pressure
P and temperature T, µ is the molar mass of gas (mmol/g), and m0 is the mass of a
regenerated adsorbent (g). The volume of the adsorbent with micropores (Va (cm3)) was
calculated as a sum of a volume determined via helium pycnometry (VHe (cm3)) and
product m·W0, where micropore volume (W0 (cm3/g)) is evaluated from the adsorption
data for benzene standard vapors at 293 K using the TVFM equation [53] (see below).

Before the experiments, the adsorbents were regenerated at the temperature of 573 K
and pressures less than 0.01 Pa. The inaccuracy of adsorption measurement was ~±0.1%.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural and Energy Characteristics of the Model and Real Carbon Adsorbents

The structural and energy characteristics (SEC) of the activated carbons, i.e., micropore
volume (W0 (cm3/g)), characteristic energy of adsorption (E (kJ/mol)), and effective
half-width of micropores (x0 (nm)), were calculated from the isotherms of adsorption
of standard benzene vapors at 293 K represented in the coordinates of the well-known
Dubinin–Radushkevich (D–R) equation [53] offered by the TVFM:

a = a0 exp
[
−(A/E0)

2
]

(2)

where a is the value of adsorption (mmol/g), A = RTln(Ps/P) (kJ/mol) is the differential
molar work of adsorption, Ps is the saturation pressure, a0 (mmol/g) is the limiting value
of adsorption at the temperature T (K), W0 is calculated from a0 under the assumption that
density of the adsorbate (ρad) is equal to the liquid density (ρL) at Ps/P = 1: W0 = a0/ρL.
According to the TVFM, the effective slit-like micropore half-width x0 (nm) is related to the
characteristic adsorption energy of standard benzene vapor E0 as follows: x0 = 12/E0.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the AC adsorbents for the parameters of their porous
structure, including the specific BET surface calculated by the well-known BET equa-
tion [65]. The data pointed to the significant differences in the porous structures of the
adsorbents, which were obviously related to the discrepancies both in the precursors and
synthesis conditions. The KOH thermochemical activation of the mixture of polymers at
the lowest activation temperature yielded a highly microporous adsorbent ACS with a
bimodal porous structure, including mesopores. At the same time, the gas-vapor activation
at higher temperatures enabled the formation of PAC-700 and AUK with significantly less
developed porous structures. All these samples were chosen for hydrogen adsorption
measurements in order to reveal the effect of SEC on hydrogen capacity. The packing
density of the AC adsorbents, ρ (kg/m3) was determined in accordance with the Russian
State Standard (GOST R 55959): Activated Carbon test method for bulk density [66].

Table 1. The parameters of the porous structure and density of the AC adsorbents.

Adsorbent W0 [cm3/g] E0 [kJ/mol] 2x0 [nm] SBET [m2/g] ρ [kg/m3]

PAC-700 0.46 29.3 0.80 1021 500
AUK 0.51 29.0 0.82 1340 950

FAC-3 0.71 18.0 1.34 1830 620
FAC-2008 0.96 14.0 1.70 2015 285

ACS 2.00 E01 = 16.94
E02 = 3.95

2x01 = 1.42
2x02 = 3.8 2760 200

Table 2 represents the density of the model adsorbents (ρads) calculated for each
structure from the number of carbon layers and the density of crystallite graphite in
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the model unit cell, and their SEC values were evaluated using the previously reported
relationships [54,59]:

2x0 = (n + 1)·c − q·d; W0 =
2x0(b + c)
b·ρgr·q·c

; E0 =
12
x0

. (3)

where n is the number of burned-out carbon layers (degree of activation), d is the diameter
of a carbon atom, q is the number of layers composing the pore walls, and b is the size of a
model graphite crystal. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, we considered two cases: q = 1 and 2.

Table 2. The SEC values (Equation (3)) and densities of the model carbon structures with the slit-like
pores separated by single- and double-layer carbon walls, and the characteristic energy of hydrogen
adsorption evaluated as E = βE0, where β = 0.165.

Single-Layer Carbon Pore Wall

SEC AC 1:3 AC 2:4 AC 3:5 AC 4:6 AC 5:7 AC 6:8 AC 7:9

X0 = 2x0 [nm] 0.53 0.87 1.20 1.54 1.87 2.21 2.54
W0 [cm3/g] 0.70 1.14 1.58 2.02 2.46 2.90 3.34
E0 [kJ/mol] 45.3 27.7 20.0 15.6 12.8 10.9 9.4
ρads [g/cm3] 1.137 0.758 0.568 0.455 0.379 0.325 0.284
EH2 [kJ/mol] 7.5 4.6 3.3 2.6 2.1 1.8 1.6

Double-Layer Carbon Pore Wall

SEC AC 1:5 AC 2:6 AC 3:7 AC 4:8 AC 5:9 AC 6:10 AC 7:11

X0 = 2x0 [nm] 0.53 0.87 1.20 1.54 1.87 2.21 2.54
W0 [cm3/g] 0.35 0.57 0.79 1.01 1.23 1.45 1.67
E0 [kJ/mol] 45.3 27.8 20.0 15.6 12.8 10.9 9.4
ρads [g/cm3] 1.515 1.137 0.909 0.758 0.649 0.568 0.505
EH2 [kJ/mol] 7.5 4.6 3.3 2.6 2.1 1.8 1.6

The characteristic adsorption energy of hydrogen was determined as E = βE0, where
β = Π/Π0 = 0.165 is the affinity coefficient determined as the ratio of parachors of the
studied vapor (hydrogen) Π to standard benzene vapor Π0 at the boiling points. The
parachor of hydrogen was calculated according to the well-known formula by Sugden [67]:

Π =
Mσ1/4

ρl − ρvapor
= 34.24 J1/4cm5/2/mol , (4)

where M is the molar mass of hydrogen (g/mol), σ is the surface tension of hydrogen
(mJ/m2) and ρl and ρvapor are the densities of liquid and vapor at the boiling point,
respectively (g/cm3). The value of the parachor for benzene was determined from atomic
fractions: Π0 = 207.1 J1/4cm5/2/mol.

As follows from Table 2, the increase in the number of burned-out graphite layers from
AC 1:3 to AC 7:9 in both cases of q logically resulted in the expansion of pores accompanied
by an increase in the pore volume. The characteristic energy of adsorption decreased by
almost five times. The density of the model adsorbents decreased threefold.

When the wall thickness doubled, the density of the adsorbent increased by a factor
of ~1.33 (compare AC 1:3 and AC 1:5) and ~1.78 (AC 7:9 and AC 7:11), and, consequently,
the pore volume decreased twofold. The increase in the pore wall thickness of the model
adsorbents had no effect on the characteristic energies of adsorption (E0 and EH2) since the
pore widths coincided.

3.2. Hydrogen Adsorption
3.2.1. Hydrogen Adsorption in the Model Carbon Adsorbents

In order to search for the best carbon adsorbents with optimum SEC values, we
calculated the hydrogen adsorption on the model carbon structures with the single-layer
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pore walls at 20.38 K and 101 kPa (see Table 3) using TVFM equations. When employing
the D–R Equation (2), we assumed that:

• The differential molar work of adsorption was calculated as A = RTln(fs/f) using
reference data for hydrogen. Here, R is the universal gas constant, fs is the volatility of
saturation vapor of hydrogen, and f is the volatility of an equilibrium phase.

• For the temperatures T within a range from the boiling point Tb to the triple point
temperature TTP on the saturation line, we assumed that the density of an adsorbate
(ρad) was equal to the density of the liquid, ρl. Therefore, the limiting value of
hydrogen adsorption was calculated as follows: a0(T) = W0·ρl.

Table 3. The calculated hydrogen adsorption capacities of the model carbon adsorbents with the
slit-like pores separated by the single-layer carbon walls at 20.38 K and 101 kPa.

Parameters of
Hydrogen Adsorption

Single-Layer Carbon Pore Wall

AC 1:3 AC 2:4 AC 3:5 AC 4:6 AC 5:7 AC 6:8 AC 7:9

Limiting amount of
adsorbed hydrogen,

a0 [mmol/g]
24.5 40.1 55.6 71.1 86.6 102.1 117.6

Gravimetric density of
adsorbed hydrogen, GH2

[wt.%]
4.9 8.1 11.2 14.3 17.5 20.6 23.7

Volumetric density of
adsorbed hydrogen,

VH2 [m3(H2, NTP)/m3]
671 730 760 777 789 798 804

In our calculations, we used the data from Table 2. As follows from the results sum-
marized in Table 3, at 20.38 K, except for AC 1:3, all model carbon structures demonstrated
high efficiencies of hydrogen storage.

Then, we considered the action of temperature on their hydrogen capacity by calculat-
ing the gravimetric capacity versus pore width for different P,T-conditions (see Figure 3a–c).
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For higher temperatures, from Tb to the critical temperature Tc, the temperature
dependence of the limiting amount of adsorbed hydrogen was calculated from the Dubinin–
Nikolaev formula [68]:

a0(T) = a0(Tb) exp[−α(T − Tb)] (5)

where a0(Tb) is the limiting amount of adsorbed substance at the boiling point and α =
−(dlna0/dT)Ps is the thermal coefficient of limiting adsorption (1/K). For hydrogen, the
value of α = 4.87 × 10−3 1/K was evaluated from the empirical dependence of the isosteric
heat of adsorption at the medium micropore loading of carbon adsorbents, which was
established for various adsorbates [69].

The isotherms of hydrogen adsorption over the region of supercritical temperatures
were calculated by Equation (2), where the saturated pressure (Ps) was determined by the
linear extrapolation of a function:

ln Ps(T) = M − N
T

, (6)

where M and N are the constants that can be evaluated for hydrogen from two characteristic
points (Tb, Ps) and (Tcr, Pcr). The limiting adsorption a0 at the saturation pressure was
found by linear extrapolation of the Dubinin–Nikolaev Equation (5).

It follows from the data in Figure 3a for gravimetric hydrogen capacities at room
temperature that the GH2 = f (X0) functions had a maximum. With an increase in pressure,
the width of the maximum increased, and its position shifted towards the wider pores.
The decrease in temperature resulted in the transformation of the extremal dependences
of GH2 = f (X0) to the increasing ones over the entire pressure range (Figure 3b,c). More
specifically, it can be noted that at room temperature and the pressures of 10 and 20 MPa,
the structures with small pore sizes in the range of 0.6–0.7 nm were the most optimal
adsorbents for hydrogen storage, whereas, at 27 MPa, the highest hydrogen density was
achieved in the structures with the pore sizes of about 1.8 nm (AC 5:7). It should be noted
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that with a decrease in temperature to 77 K (Figure 3c), except for AC 1:3, all other model
structures demonstrated a gravimetric capacity exceeding the DOE target value. In other
words, a high gravimetric density of adsorbed hydrogen in the model carbon structures
resulted from an optimum combination of the SEC values and thermodynamic parameters
(pressure and temperature) of the storage system.

Since the increase in the pore wall thickness of the model adsorbents did not affect
the characteristic energy of adsorption EH2, we suggest that a decrease in the values of
hydrogen adsorption in the model structures with the double-layer pore walls was only
caused by a contraction of the pore volume.

3.2.2. Hydrogen Adsorption in the Activated Carbons

The measurements of hydrogen adsorption in the studied AC samples over the
temperature range of 303–368 K up to the pressure of 20 MPa revealed a smooth increase
of the amount of adsorbed hydrogen with increasing pressure without a tendency to
saturation, even at 20 MPa. Figure 4a,b demonstrates the experimental isotherms of
hydrogen adsorption in all the AC samples at 303 and 333 K.
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Hydrogen adsorption was found to be reversible for all the adsorbents, and its value
decreased with the temperature rise. As follows from the analysis of all the isotherms, the
ACS sample is the most efficient adsorbent for hydrogen storage.

Table 4 summarizes the amounts of adsorbed hydrogen (gravimetric capacity GH2
(wt.%)) on the studied samples measured at 303 K and 10 and 20 MPa, as calculated by
TVFM equations for the normal boiling point (20.38 K and 101 kPa). It can be seen that for
all the ACs, the gravimetric capacity at 303 K and 10 MPa was about 20% of the limiting
amount adsorbed at the normal boiling point. One can compare these values with that
evaluated for the model carbon structure AC 3:5, which appeared to be the most efficient
adsorbent at room temperature and 20 MPa (see Figure 3a)
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Table 4. The gravimetric capacities of the different microporous activated carbons measured at 303 K
and 10 and 20 MPa, as well as predicted for the normal boiling point by TVFM Equations (2) and (5)
compared with that for the model carbon structure AC 3:5.

Amount of Adsorbed
Hydrogen, GH2 [wt.%]

Adsorbent

PAC-700 AUK FAC-3 FAC-2008 ACS AC 3:5

GH2 (101 kPa; 20.38 K) 3.2 3.6 5.0 6.3 10.08 11.3
GH2 (10 MPa; 303 K) 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.48 5.3
GH2 (20 MPa; 303 K) 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8 2.4 1 7.9

1 result of extrapolation.

It follows from Tables 1 and 4 that the adsorbents with the wider pores, higher pore vol-
ume, and higher specific BET surface exhibited the higher gravimetric capacity. However,
even the maximum experimental values of GH2 for ACS at 10 and 20 MPa were significantly
lower than the DOE requirements [14]. According to Table 4, the gravimetric capacity of
ACS exceeded the DOE target only under the P,T-conditions corresponding to the boiling
point. However, maintaining such low temperatures is an energy-consuming process.

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the gravimetric and volumetric capacities
of the carbon adsorbents, which differed in their SEC values and density (see Table 1) at
the conditions indicated in Table 4.
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An analysis of Table 4 and Figures 3–5 leads us to the following conclusion that at com-
monly accepted industrial temperatures (237–333 K) and moderate pressures, microporous
carbon adsorbents with the most developed porosity do not ensure a substantial improve-
ment of the efficiency of the hydrogen storage. Indeed, as follows from Tables 1 and 4,
the increase in the micropore size and, consequently, micropore volume reduces the main
advantage of microporous adsorbents, namely the high level of adsorption energy caused
by overlapping of the potential fields of opposite pore walls. In addition, it leads to a
decrease in the adsorbent density and, consequently, affects its volumetric capacity. In our
previous work, we observed and analyzed a similar dependence of the volumetric methane
capacity of carbon adsorbents on the packing density [70].

It should be noted that in addition to the variations in the thermodynamic parameters
of the hydrogen storage system, another way to improve its efficiency is to optimize the
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porous structure of the adsorbent and to change the chemical state of the adsorbent via
surface modification, thereby increasing the energy of hydrogen/adsorbent interactions. In
this regard, it seems reasonable to analyze the differential molar isosteric heat of hydrogen
adsorption, which is one of the important thermodynamic parameters of the adsorption
system, as a function of the amount of adsorbed hydrogen. This function reflects the varia-
tions in the ratio between the adsorbate-adsorbent and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions
during the adsorption process.

3.3. Thermodynamics of Hydrogen Adsorption in the Carbon Adsorbents

One of the adsorption characteristics of an adsorbent that provides a significant
amount of adsorbed hydrogen at ambient conditions is the heat of adsorption [43]. Indeed,
it is related to the intensity of binding hydrogen with the adsorbent surface. In other words,
the higher the heat of adsorption, the stronger the hydrogen interacts with the adsorbent
and less pressure or cooling is required to reach the same amount of adsorbed hydrogen.

According to the definition [71,72], the differential molar isosteric heats of adsorption,
qst, is determined as a difference between the molar enthalpy of the gas phase, hg, and

differential molar enthalpy of the adsorption system, Ha =
(

∂H1
∂a

)
T

:

qst = hg − Ha (7)

The heat of adsorption was calculated by the known equation [72,73] that considers
the nonideal character of the gas phase at high pressures and noninert character of the
adsorbent during adsorption:

qst = −R·Z·
[

∂(lnP)
∂(1/T)

]
a
·
[

1 −
(

∂Va

∂a

)
T

/vg

]
−
(

∂P
∂a

)
T
·
[

Va − T·
(

∂Va

∂T

)
a

]
(8)

where R is the universal gas constant (J/(mol·K), Z = P·vg/(RT) is the compressibility of an
equilibrium gas phase at pressure P (Pa) and temperature T (K), vg is the specific gas phase
volume (m3/kg), Va = V0 (P,T)/m0 is the reduced volume of the adsorbent/adsorbate
system (cm3/g), and V0 and m0 are the volume and mass of the regenerated adsorbent,
respectively. Thus, Formula (7) considers isothermal adsorption-induced deformation
(∂Va/∂a)T, temperature isosteric deformation (∂Va/∂T)a, the slopes of the isotherm of
adsorption (∂P/∂a)T and isosteres (∂lnP/∂ (1/T))a, and the non-ideality of a gas phase or
compressibility Z.

Estimations have shown that for adsorption of gases in the temperature range signifi-
cantly exceeding the critical temperature—for the adsorption of hydrogen, in particular—
the relative adsorption deformation of the adsorbents does not exceed 1% [74–76]. The
temperature-induced deformations of the carbon adsorbents are negligible. In addition,
the differential molar volume of the adsorption system (∂Va/∂a)T << vg. Therefore, the
heat of adsorption of hydrogen was calculated as follows:

qst = −R·Z·
[

∂(lnP)
∂(1/T)

]
a
−
(

∂P
∂a

)
T
·Va (9)

According to Equation (9), the value of qst for the studied adsorption systems could be
calculated from the experimental isosteres of hydrogen adsorption. Figure 6 demonstrates
the isosteres of hydrogen adsorption on the carbon adsorbents.
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Figure 6. The experimental isosteres of hydrogen adsorption for different amounts of adsorbed hydrogen
in PAC-700, a (mmol/g): 0.5 (1), 1.0 (2), 1.5 (3), 2.0 (4), 2.5 (5), 3.0 (6), 3.5 (7), 4.0 (8), and 4.5 (9).

As follows from Figure 6, the isosteres of hydrogen adsorption on the PAC-700 ad-
sorbent are well-described by a linear function. It should be mentioned that the lin-
earity of adsorption isosteres is characteristic of many adsorption systems, including
methane/ACs [63,70,77] and inert gases in zeolites [78–81]. Figure 7 demonstrates the
isosteric heats of hydrogen adsorption, qst (a), on the studied carbon adsorbents, which
were evaluated from the isosteres using Equation (9).
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at 303 K on the adsorbents: ACS (1), FAC-2008 (2), FAC-3 (3), AUK (4), and PAC-700 (5).

As follows from Figure 7, the dependences qst (a) for the studied adsorbents were
found to be different. The initial heats of hydrogen adsorption on the adsorbents of the
same chemical nature—in particular, those synthesized from furfural, FAC-2008 and FAC-
3—were 2.8 and 3.7 kJ/mol, respectively. An increase in the amount of adsorbed hydrogen
on FAC-2008, having wide pores of 1.7 nm and a low standard characteristic adsorption
energy of 14 kJ/mol, resulted in a smooth decrease in the heat of adsorption, indicating a
low heterogeneity of the adsorbent surface and the convergence of the average density of
the adsorbate in micropores and the density of the gas phase at high pressures.
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Unlike FAC-2008, the heat of hydrogen adsorption on the FAC-3 adsorbent increased
weakly upon hydrogen adsorption and achieved a value of about 5.0 kJ/mol. This behavior
of the heat of adsorption also indicated a low heterogeneity of the adsorbent surface and
manifestation of the energy contribution of attraction between the adsorbed hydrogen
molecules for the micropore filling to 8 mmol/g. Similar phenomena have been observed,
for example, for methane adsorption on a microporous carbon adsorbent [77]. According
to estimations [82], the average number of hydrogen molecules in a single micropore of the
FAC-3 adsorbent at 8 mmol/g for the monoporous model is ~7–8 molecules per cavity. It
is most likely that the effects of cooperative interactions in the adsorbate already begin to
manifest themselves at these micropore fillings.

As seen from Figure 7, at the early stage of adsorption, the isosteric differential heats
of adsorption on the ACS and PAC-700 adsorbents were higher than the typical values
reported for most carbon adsorbents 4–8 kJ/mol [30]. A dramatic decrease in the qst values
observed in the course of hydrogen adsorption in ACS and PAC-700 indicated a high energy
heterogeneity of their surface caused by the conditions of their synthesis. The specific
adsorption sites, which are not occupied by oxide groups [83] and favor an increase in the
adsorption energy, arose on the surface of these carbon adsorbents due to chemical bond
cleavage during thermochemical activation. It can be assumed that the highest initial heat
of hydrogen adsorption on PAC-700 of about 14 kJ/mol was a consequence of adsorption
on the high-energy nonstoichiometric adsorption sites that appeared during microporous
structure formation upon the thermal decomposition of poly (vinylidene chloride) (see in
Section 2.1.1). The uncompleted “hangling” specific bonds of carbon sharply increased the
adsorption energy. However, as the amount of adsorbed hydrogen achieved 4–5 mmol/g,
these sites were filled, and the heat of adsorption decreased to ~5.5 kJ/mol. This energy
level corresponded to the average heat of adsorption of hydrogen on the carbon surface [30].
The range of 4–5 mmol/g, in which the heat of adsorption of hydrogen decreased sharply,
could serve as a criterion of estimation of the number of specific adsorption sites of the
carbon adsorbent.

The variations of the heat of hydrogen adsorption during hydrogen adsorption on
AUK were close to that for PAC-700. At the early stage of hydrogen adsorption on AUK,
the heat of hydrogen adsorption was found to be 9 kJ/mol, but it dropped sharply to
~ 5 kJ/mol at a = 4 mmol/g. We attributed this decrease to the energetic heterogeneity
of the adsorbent caused by the presence of various adsorption sites arising from the
thermochemical leaching of silicon from SiC in the chlorine flow, which resulted in the
formation of free bonds of carbon.

The high heats of hydrogen adsorption were obtained for the hydrogen/ACS adsorp-
tion system. During the adsorption process, the heat of adsorption smoothly decreased
from 11.0 to 4.0 kJ/mol. Except for the initial value, the heat of hydrogen adsorption on this
adsorbent exceeded that for other activated carbons nearly in the whole range of a from 2.0
to 12.0 mmol/g. This behavior of the heat of adsorption could be due to the broad pore
size distribution manifested by the bimodal character of the porous structure indicated in
Table 1.

4. Conclusions

The examination of hydrogen adsorption on the microporous carbon adsorbents of
various origin with the specific micropore volumes from 0.46 to 2.00 cm3/g at temperatures
from 303 to 363 K and pressures up to 20 MPa revealed the following patterns:

• Both at ambient and low temperatures, the highest gravimetric hydrogen density
found for the ACS adsorbent at high pressures could be attributed to the largest
micropore volume, bimodal pore size distribution, and specific BET surface among
the rest samples.

• Under the same conditions, the highest values of AC density combined with the high
energy of adsorption provided the advantage in the volumetric capacity of the AUK
adsorbent, although it demonstrated the lower gravimetric capacity compared to ACS.
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• A decrease in temperature led to an expected increase in the amount of adsorbed
hydrogen on the studied carbon adsorbents. At the P,T-conditions corresponding to
the hydrogen boiling point, the gravimetric hydrogen capacity of ACS (which was
calculated by the TVFM) exceeded the DOE target.

• The highest differential molar isosteric heats of hydrogen adsorption on ACS, PAC-700,
and AUK were determined by the significant amounts of high-energy adsorption sites,
which were determined by a precursor and synthesis procedure.

These patterns agree with the results of the hydrogen adsorption calculated by the
TVFM for the model graphite-like adsorbents with the slit-like pore width from 0.53 to 2.54
nm separated by single-layer and two-layer carbon walls. The calculations showed that
the maximum amount of adsorbed hydrogen in the model carbon structures with slit-like
pores could reach 23 wt.%. At 200 K and 20 MPa, the amount of adsorbed hydrogen in the
model slit-like structures with a pore width of 2.2 nm exceeded the DOE requirements.

The diverse variations in the differential molar isosteric heat of hydrogen adsorption
on the studied activated carbons were attributed to the differences in the adsorption sites
depending on both the precursor and activation conditions.

In our opinion, the obtained results are essential for selecting an appropriate carbon
adsorbent and predicting the efficiency of an adsorption-based hydrogen storage system
under optimal thermodynamic conditions.
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